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THE CONVERSE OF THE MINKOWSKFS INEQUALITY THEOREM

AND ITS GENERALIZATION

JANUSZ MATKOWSKI

(Communicated by R. Daniel Mauldin)

Abstract. Let (£2, X, p.) be a measure space with two sets A, B el. such

that  0 < p(A) <  1  < p(B) < oo , and let  ?>:R+ -+ R+   be bijective and

(¡> continuous at 0. We prove that if for all //-integrable step functions

JCy:fi->R,

</>~X (I <po\x+y\dp) <y~X (j <po\x\dp) +<p~* (     tpo\y\dpAj

then tp(t) = <p{l)tp for some p > 1 . In the case of normalized measure we

prove a generalization of Minkowski's inequality theorem. The suitable results

for the reversed inequality are also presented.

Introduction

Let (Cl, 2, p.) be a measure space. The celebrated Minkowski's inequality

theorem may be formulated in the form of the following implication.

If cp(t) = cp(\)f (t>0), where p > 1   and cp(\) > 0, then

(1)     cp~x (I cpo\x + y\dp\ < cp~x (j <po\x\dp) + cp~x (I cp o \y\dp\

for every x and y belonging to the linear space of all the p-integrable step

functions.

This is a weaker version of the classical result which asserts that inequality

(1) holds for all x and y from the Banach space Lp(Cl, X, p). But on the

one hand the classical result is a simple consequence of the above implication,

on the other hand the weaker version is more suitable for our purposes.

In this paper we give conditions under which the converse implication holds.

It follows from Mulholland's inequality [5] (cf. also M. Kuczma [3, p. 201, The-

orem 1]) that, in general, the converse implication is false. (A simple example
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and complementary comments are added at the end of this paper.) However

our main result says that if the underlying measure space has two sets of pos-

itive finite measure such that one of them is of measure less than one and the

other is of measure greater than one then the converse of Minkowski's inequality

theorem is true.

Thanks to a recent theorem on subadditive bijections which is due to T.

Swiatkowski and the present author [5] we prove the main result assuming that

cp: [0, oo) —► [0, oo) is bijective and right continuous at 0.

A similar result is true when the sign of inequality ( 1 ) is reversed. In this case

we do not even need any regularity condition on cp . This is due to the fact that

now cp~x has to be a superadditive bijection of R+ (then cp~ is increasing

and, consequently, continuous).

Mulholland's inequality shows that the assumption on the existence of a set

A G Z such that 0 < p(A) < 1 is essential for the above-mentioned theorems.

To show that the remaining assumption on the existence of a set B g Z such

that 1 < p(B) < oo is also necessary, we prove the following generalization of

Minkowski's inequality theorem:

If (£2, Z, p) is a nontrivial normalized measure space and cp:R+ —► R+ is a

diffeomorphism ofR+ such that cp" > 0 in (0, oo) and cp'/cp" is superadditive

in (0, oo), then inequality (1) is true.

This is a complementary result to Mulholland's inequality, which corresponds

to the case of counting measure.

A suitable generalization for the reversed inequality is also presented.

1. Preliminaries and auxiliary results

By N, Z, Q, R, R+ we denote positive integers, integers, rationals, reals,

and nonnegative reals, respectively.

Let (Cl, Z, p) be a measure space. By S(Cl, Z, p) denote the linear space

of all the /¿-integrable step functions x:Cl —► R and by S+(Cl, Z, p) the set of

all nonnegative x G S(Cl, Z, p). For the characteristic function of a set A c Cl

we write Xa ■

Let cp:R+ —► R+ . Then for every x G S(Cl, Z, p) there exist disjoint sets

Ax, ... , An G Z and xx,... , xn € R such that x - Yl"=\ X¡XA   and

n

<po\x\ = Yl <P(\x,\)XAi + <?(Q)Xa-tAlu-uAny
i=i

If moreover cp(0) = 0 it follows that cp o \x\ G S(Cl, Z, p). Hence we obtain

the following:

Remark 1. If cp: R+ —► R+ is bijective (i.e., one-to-one and onto) and cp(0) = 0

then the functional P :S(Cl, Z, p) —► R+ given by the formula

(2) PP(*):=P_1(| <po\x\dp),       xgS(CI,1,p),
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is well defined and

(3) P,(*) = f~l (¿><4)f(|*,|) ) ,        x = J£x,XA.
\i=l / 1=1

In proving the main result we need some properties of subadditive functions.

We quote the following:

Lemma 1. Suppose that ip:R+ -* R+ is one-to-one, onto, and right continuous

at 0. If ip is subadditive, i.e.,

ip(s + t) < \p(s) + ip(t), S,tGR+,

then \p is a homeomorphism of R+ . (In particular \p is increasing.)

Lemma 1 is the main result of [4].

Lemma 2. Suppose that \p, cp: R+ —► R+ are subadditive. Then

(a) If \p is increasing then the composition \p ocp is subadditive,

(b) If tp is a homeomorphism of R+ then tp~   is superadditive, i.e.,

ip~X(s + t)>ip~X(s) + ip~X(t),        s,t>0;

(c) If tp is a homeomorphism of R+ and for some positive integer n, the

nth iterate of tp, \p", is additive, then tp is additive and \p(t) = \p(Y)t,

/ >0.

Proof. Part (a) is trivial, (b) follows immediately from the fact that every

homeomorphism of R+ is increasing. To prove (c) note that, in view of (a),

tp is subadditive for every k g N. From the assumption we have tp (t) — ct

for some c > 0 and all t > 0. Thus ip"~x(t) = ctp~x(t) and by (b) tp is

additive.

Remark 2. In (b) the assumption that the domain of tp is R+ is essential as

is shown by the following example. The function ip(t) = \/t (t > 0), is a

subadditive homeomorphism of (0, oo) and \p~x , being equal to \p, is also

subadditive.

By an easy induction we obtain the following:

Lemma 3. Súpose that cp: R+ —► R+ is a homeomorphism of R+ . If

<p~X(cp(xx +yx) + <p(x2+y2)) < cp~X(cp(xx) + cp(x2)) + cp~x(cp(yx) + <p(y2))

for all nonnegative xx, x2,yx, y2 then

cp~x(cp(xx +yx) + --- + cp(xn+yn)) < cp~X((p(xx) + --- + cp(xn))

+ <p~\<p(yx) + -- + <p(yn)).

for all « g N and nonnegative xx, ... , xn; yx, ... , yn.

From a well-known theorem of Kronecker it follows that if a, b G R are not

commensurable (i.e., b/a & Q and a ^ 0 ) then the set

D := {na + mb: n , m g Z}

is dense in R.
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In this paper we need the following:

Lemma 4. If a, b g R, a < 0 < b and b/a is irrational then the set

A := {na + mb: n , m g N}

is dense in R.

Proof. For X c R let -X := {-x:x G X} . Put

B := {na - mb: n, m g N U {0}}.

We evidently have D = A u (-A) U B u (-F). Since F U (-F) has no accumu-

lation point in R, it follows from Kronecker's theorem that the set A\j(-A)

is dense in R. In particular 0 is a cluster point of this set. Therefore it is clear

that there exists a sequence

nka + mkbGA       (k, nk, mk g N),

such that

lim (n.a + m,b) = 0.
fc —oo     k k

This implies that

lim n, = lim m, — oo.
k^oo    k       k^oo      k

Take now / g R and e > 0. It follows from the density of the set D that there

exist n , m g Z such that

(4) \na + mb- t\ < e/2.

Now choose a rc0 such that for k > k0 we have

(5) \nka + mkb\ < e/2,        «/t>|«|,  mk>\m\.

Since nk + n and mk + m are positive integers, we have

(nfc + «)a + (mt + m)b G A.

Moreover, from (4) and (5) it follows that

\(nk + n)a + (mk + m)b - t\ < e,

which completes the proof of the lemma.

Remark 3. From the identity a"bm = e" °%a+m og we get the following multi-

plicative counterpart of Lemma 4: If 0 < a < 1 < b and loga and logé are

not commensurable, then the set

M := {a"bm: n , m G N}

is dense in the interval (0, oo).
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2. The main result

In this section we prove the following:

Theorem 1. Let (£2, Z, p) be a measure space with two sets A, B g Z such

that

(6) 0 < p(A) < 1 < p(B) < oo.

Suppose that cp:R+ —► R+ is a bijection such that tp~ is continuous at 0 and

cp(0) = 0. If the functional P :.S+(£2, Z, p) —► R+ defined by the formula

PpM := P"' (/ <P°xdpj

satisfies the triangle inequality

(7) P^ + ̂ P/jO + P^OO,        x,ygS+(£2,Z,/0,

then there exists a p > 1 swc/î //za/ ç»(0 = f(l)1? (t > 0).

Proof. Note that there are two distinct sets C, D g Z of finite and positive

measure. In fact, we may take C :— A and D := B\A. Write c := /¿(C) and

d :- p(D). Taking in the triangle inequality (7),

x:=xxxc + x2xD,      y-=yxxc + y2xD

and making use of Remark 1 and formula (3), we get

<p~X(ctp(xx + yx) + dcp(x2 + y2)) < cp~x(ccp(xx) + dcp(x2)) + cp~X(ccp(yx) + dcp(y2))

for all nonnegative xx, x2,yx,y2. Substituting here

yi=x2 = 0,        xx=cp~x (s/c) ,        y2 = cp~x(t/d)        (s,t>0),

and taking into account that tp(0) = 0, we obtain

tp~x(s + t) < cp~x(s) + cp~X(t)       (s,t>0),

i.e., that cp" is subadditive in R+ . Since it is continuous at 0, it follows from

Lemma 1 that cp is an increasing homeomorphism of R+ .

Let, for a moment, C denote an arbitrary Z-measurable set such that 0 <

p(C) < oo and put c := p(C). Setting in (7) the functions x = sxc , y = txc ,

we obtain the inequality

cp~x(ccp(s + t)) < cp~x(ccp(s)) + cp~x(ccp(t))       (S, />0).

Thus the function tp := cp~ o (ccp) is a subadditive homeomorphism of R+ .

In view of Lemma 2a, the «th iterate of tp , the function tp" = cp~ o(c"cp) is

also subadditive for every n G N. Writing

a:=p(A),        b:=p(B)

we hence conclude that the functions cp~ o (a"tp), cp~x o (bmcp) and, con-

sequently,   cp~   o (anbmcp)  are subadditive homeomorphisms of R+   for all

n, m G N.
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Now we consider two cases.

Case Io. There exist A , B g Z satisfying (6) and such that

loga

i.e., that loga and logé are incommensurable.

In this case, in view of Lemma 4 (cf. Remark 3), the set

M := {a"bm: n, m G N}

is dense in R+ .  Therefore it easily follows, from the subadditivity of cp~x o

(a"bmcp) for all n , m g N and from the continuity of cp~x , that for each r > 0,

the function cp~ o(rcp) is subadditive. Since it is an increasing homeomorphism

of R+ , by Lemma 2b we infer that its inverse, cp~  o (r~xcp), is superadditive.

Consequently, the function cp~ o (rep) is additive for every r > 0. Hence, for

every r > 0 there exists a positive number m(r) such that

(8) <p~X(rcp(t)) = m(r)t       (r>0,t>0).

Setting here / = 1 we get m(r) = cp" (cp(l)r) for r > 0, which implies that the

function m: (0, oo) —► (0, oo) is continuous. Moreover for rx, r2> 0 we have

cp~x(rxcp(t)) = m(rx)t,        cp~x(r2cp(t)) = m(r2)t       (t > 0).

Composing the functions occuring on the left and on the right sides, respectively,

we obtain

cp-x(rxr2cp(t)) = m(rx)m(r2)t       (t > 0).

On the other hand, from (7), we get

cp~X(rxr2cp(t)) = m(rxr2)t       (t > 0).

The last two equations show that

m(rxr2) = m(rx)m(r2)       (r,, r2 > 0).

Thus m is a continuous solution of the multiplicative Cauchy equation. This

implies that (cf. J. Aczel [1, p. 41]) m(r) = r 'p for some p G R, p ^ 0, and

for all r > 0. Since m(r) = <p~ (cp(\)r), we hence get

or, equivalently,

cp(r) = cp(\y       (r>0).

Note that p has to be positive as cp is increasing. The inequality p > 1 is a

simple consequence of the triangle inequality (7). This completes the proof in

case 1°.

Now consider the remaining case:

Case 2°. For every C, D g Z such that 0 < p(C) < 1 < p(D) < oo we have

gQ,        where c :- p(c), d:-p(D),

cp-X(cp(\)r) = rXlp       (r>0),

loge

i.e., loge and logúf are commensurable.
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First observe that in this case the following implication holds:

(9) (CgZ,  0 < c := p(C) < oo) => cp~  o (ccp) is additive.

It is evidently true for c = 1 . Suppose that 0 < c < 1 . Since b = p(B) > 1 ,

it follows from 2° that there exist n, m g N such that logé/loge = -n/m

or, equivalently, that

(10) c"bm = l.

According to the first part of the proof the functions cp" o(cntp) and cp~ o(bmcp)

are subadditive. But from (10) it follows that these functions are inverses of

one another and, being increasing, they have to be additive (cf. Lemma 2b).

Suppose that c > 1 . Then from 2° we have loge/loga = -n/m for some

positive integers n, m and a = p(A) < 1 , which allows us to argue in the same

manner as in the previous case. This proves (9).

Let C := B\A . From (9) it follows that there are a, y > 0 such that

<p~X(acp(t)) = at,        cp~X (ccp(t)) = yt       (/>0),

which means that cp satisfies the following system of functional equations:

(11) acp(t) = cp(at),        ctp(t) = <p(yt)       (t > 0).

Since A and C are disjoint, taking in the triangle inequality (7)

x = sxA+sxc,        y = txA+~tXceS+(Q>1>!u)>

we obtain

cp~ (acp(s + t) + ccp(s +1)) < cp' (acp(s) + ccp(s)) + cp~ (atp(t) + ccp(t)).

Applying (11) we get

cp~ (cp(as + at) + cp(ys + yt)) < cp~ (tp(as) + tp(ys)) + cp' (cp(at) + cp(yl))

for all nonnegative s ,s, t ,1. Setting here

xx -      x2 yx y2
s := — ,       s := —,        t := —,        t := -»,

a y a y

we get

cp~x(cp(xx +yx) + cp(x2+y2)) < cp~x(cp(xx) + cp(x2)) + ep~X(cp(yx) + f(y2))

for all nonnegative xx, x2,yx,y2. Now it follows from Lemma 3 that for each

k g N and for all nonnegative xx, ... , xk; yx , ... , yk ,

Setting x, = • • • = xk :- s , yx = ■ ■ ■ = yk := t, s, t > 0, we obtain

cp~X(kcp(s + 0) < (p~\kcp(s)) + cp~X(kcp(t))       (s,t>0),
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which means that the function cp~ o (kcp) is subadditive for all k € N. Ac-

cording to the first part of the proof, the function <p~x o (a"cp) (n G N) is

subadditive (actually, in view of (9), it is additive). Therefore, by Lemma 2a,

all the functions

cp~  o (ka"cp)       (k, n g N),

are subadditive. Since 0 < a < 1 , the set

{ka":k, n g N}

is dense in R+ .

Now we can repeat the last half of the argument which we used in Case 1°.

This ends the proof.

Remark 4. Suppose that the functional  P    satisfies the reversed inequality.

Then cp~ is superadditive. One can easily verify that this function is an in-

creasing homeomorphism of R+ and that Lemma 3 for the reversed inequality

remains true. Therefore, in the same way as Theorem 1, we can prove the

following:

Theorem 2. Let (Cl, Z, p) be a measure space with two sets A, B g Z such that

0 < p(A) < 1 < p(B) < oo. Suppose that cp: R+ —> R+ is an arbitrary bijection

of R+ such that cp(0) = 0. If the functional P :S+(£2, Z, p) -> R+ defined by

the formula

P,,(*):= <P~l U <P°xdpj

satisfies the inequality P (x + y) > P_(x) + P„(y) ;, x, y g 5+(£2, Z, p), then

there exists a p, 0 < p < 1, such that cp(t) = cp(\)f (t>0).

3. Discussion of the assumptions and a generalization

of Minkowski's inequality for probability space

The assumption on the existence of two sets A, B g Z such that 0 < p(A) <

1 < p(B) < oo plays a key role in the proof of Theorem 1. To see that the

existence of A g Z such that 0 < p(A) < 1 is essential, consider the following:

Example. Let (£2, Z, p) be a measure space with £2 = {a, b}, Z = 2 and

p({a}) = p({b}) = 1 . We have p(l) = {0, 1,2}; thus, there is no A g Z

such that 0 < p(A) < 1 . Since each x g ^(£2, Z, p) is of the form x =

xi%{a} + x2X{b\ ' tne triangle inequality (7) reduces to the inequality

(12)   cp~x(cp(xx +yx) + <p(x2 + y2)) < <p~l(<p(xx) + cp(x2)) + <p~x(<p(yx) + <p(y2))

for all nonnegative xx, x2, yx, y2. Note that the function cp(t) = e' - 1 (/ > 0)

satisfies this inequality. In fact, (12) becomes now

log(ex,+y' + eXl+yi - 1) < log(eX| + e*1 - 1) + log(/' + eyi - 1)
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which, after simple calculations, may be written in the form

(eXl - \)(eyi - 1) + (eXl - l)(eVl - 1) > 0.

This is true for all nonnegative arguments. Thus we have shown that existence

of A G Z such that 0 < p(A) < 1 is essential.

Let us mention here that H. P. Mulholland [6] found a whole class of non-

power functions which satisfy (12). Namely he proved the following:

Theorem. // ji: R -* R is an increasing and convex bijection of R+ such that

the function cp(t) := logtp(e') (t G R) is convex in R, then for all n g N and

nonnegative xx, ... , xn;   yx, ... ,yn,

(i3)    cp-x r¿>(*(.+*,)] <<p~x \Jz<p(x,)\+cp-x njr>(y,)

Remark 5. A not easy proof of this theorem (cf. M. Kuczma [3, p. 198-201])

may be simplified a little by means of our Lemma 3. Namely, from Lemma 3

it follows that it is sufficient to prove (13), only for n = 2.

With respect to the role played by the normalized measures in probability

the remaining question, whether the existence of the set ß g Z such that 1 <

p(B) < oo is essential, seems to be of interest. It appears that the answer is

"yes" and it follows from the following:

Theorem 3. Let (£2, Z, p) be a normalized measure space with at least one set

Ag'L such that 0 < p(A) < 1. Suppose that q>:R+ —> R+ is a homeomorphism

of R+. Then:

1°.   The functional P    satisfies the triangle inequality (7) for all x,y G

S+(Cl, Z, p) if and only if the function f:R+ —► R+ defined by the formula

(14) f(s):=<p(cp~x(sx) + cp~x(s2))       (s:=(sx,s2)),

is concave in R+ .

2°. If cp is twice continuously differentiable, cp" > 0 in (0, oo) and the

function cp'/f" is superadditive in (0,oo), then the function f is concave in

K
Proof. 1°. Suppose that P satisfies (7) and put B := Cl\A, a := p(A),

b :— p(B). By assumption we have a + b — 1 and 0 < a < 1 . Setting in (7):

x = xxxA + x2xB , y = yxXA+y2XB G S+(Cl, Z, p), we get

tp~x(atp(xx + yx) + btp(x2+ y2)) <cp~x(acp(xx) + bcp(x2)) + cp~x(acp(yx) + bcp(y2))

and, as cp is increasing,

acp(xx +yx) + bcp(x2+y2) < cp[cp~x(acp(xx) + bcp(x2)) + cp~x(acp(yx) + bcp(y2))}.

Substituting here

xx:=cp~x(sx),    x2:=cp~x(tx),    yx := <p'X(s2),    y2:=cp~x(t2)
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acp(cp   X(sx) + cp   X(s2)) + bcp(cp   X(tx) + cp   X(t2)

< cp[cp~ (asx + bs2) + cp~ (at. + bt2)],

(sx, s2, tx, t2 > 0), we obtain

n mi fn        / c   ^  _1_  /n        Í c   W J-  H /n ( rn        { ,

'1 "■" UJ2> "^ f      V«**J + é'2)

which may be written in the form

af(s) + bf(t) < f(as + bt),        s := (sx, s2),  t := (/, , t2).

hence, using only induction, one can show that

«„,/(')+ (1"«i,.;)/(0 </(«»./ + (!-*»„,_,)<),

where

an j:=t2(l)a"~kbk       ("€N; 7 = 0, 1 , ... ,«).
*=o w

Since the set of all an     is dense in (0, 1 ) it follows from the continuity of /

that f is concave (for another argument, cf. [4]).

To prove the converse implication take x, y g S+(£2, Z, p).   There exist

disjoint sets Ax, ... , An G Z such that

n n

x = HxiXA¡,    y = Y,y>XA,>
i= 1 /= 1

where x¡, y¡ are nonnegative. Let a¡ := p(A¡), / = 1, ... , n . Since ax-\-h

an = 1 , from the concavity of f it follows that

n in n \

£«//(*/,/,)</(Eaf*i. £*,■',■
(=i \/=i      1=1   y

for all nonnegative s,, ..., sn ; tx, ... ,tn. According to the definition of the

function /, we hence get

Yda¡f(cp-X(s¡) + cp-X(tl))<<p\cp-X [Ta^A+cp-' (¿fl^JJ.

Substituting s(. := ç>(x,) , /, := f(y¡)   (i — 1,...,«), we hence obtain

?"' I £*<*(*/"^i)) <p~' \Y^aicp(xi)\ +<p~x ij2aicp(yj)j

or, equivalently,

cp~   I / 9) o |x + y\ dp J < tp~   I      tp o \x\ dp j + cp"   I      cp o\y\dp\

which was to be shown. This completes the proof of 1°.

2° . Put, for convenience,

h :- cp    .
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Then

(15) fi(s, t) = h~x(h(s) + h(t))       (s,t>0),

and, since

'/ x 1 n, . h"(cp(t)) ,      n.

h (<p(t)) (h(<p(t)y

we have

(16) ti>0,        h" <0

and

V (h )  n m

tp h

Consequently, the function

h'2
(17) tp := —¡j o cp       is subadditive in (0, 00).

Denote (for this part of proof only) by x, y arbitrary positive reals and let

u,v gR. The function

g(t):=f(x + ut,y + vt)

is well defined and of the class C in a neighbourhood of 0. To prove that / is

concave in R+ it suffices to show that for all x, y G (0, 00) and u, v g R we

have g"(0) < 0 (cf. G. H. Hardy, J. E. Littlewood, and G. Pólya [2, 76-81]).
From the definition of g and from (15), we have

h(g(t)) = h(x + ut) + h(y + vt)

for / in a neighborhood of 0. Hence we get

h'(g(0))g'(0) = h'(x)u + ti(y)v,

h"(g(0))(g'(0))2 + h'(g(0))g"(0) = h"(x)u2 + h"(y)v2.

Eliminating from these two equations g'(0), we obtain

(18) (h'(g(0))fg"(0) = Fu  - 2Guv + Hv2,

where

F := h"(x)(h'(g(0)))2 - h"(g(0))(h'(x))2,

G

H

= h"(g(0))h'(x)h'(y),

= h"(y)(h'(g(0)))2-h"(g(0))(h'(y))2.

From (16) and (18) we infer that g"(0) < 0 if

F<0,     //<0,     and   FH-G2>0.
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Note that all these conditions are fulfilled. In fact, in view of (16), the function

(h')2

has negative values. Since, by (17), tp is subadditive, it follows that it is de-

creasing in (0,co) and, evidently, so is the function \pocp~ =(h') ¡h" . Since

x < g(0) = h~x(h(x) + h(y)), we hence obtain

(h'(g(0)))2     (h'(x))2

h"(g(0)) h"(x)   '

which implies that F < 0. In the same way we may show that H < 0.

Now from the definitions of F, G, H we have

FH-G2

h"(x)h"(y)h"(g(0))

(h'(g(0)))2 _ (h'(x))2 _ (h'(y)f

h"(g(0))        h"(x)        h"(y)

It follows that F H - G2 > 0 iff

(h'(g(0)))2 < (h'(x))2     (h'(y))2

h"(g(0))   -   h"(x) h"(y)  •

Substituting here x = <p(s), y — cp(t) and taking into account that g(0) =

tp(cp~x(x) + tp~x(y)), we obtain <p(s + t) < ip(s) + *p(t). Thus the inequality

FH-G  > 0 is equivalent to the subadditivity of tp . This completes the proof.

Modifying in an obvious way the proof of Theorem 3 we can prove the

following:

Theorem 4. Let (£2, Z, p) be a normalized measure space with at least one set

A G Z such that 0 < p(A) < 1. Suppose that cp: R+ —> R+ is a homeomorphism

of R+ . Then

1 °. The functional P   satisfies the inequality

Pv(x + y)>Pv(x) + Pip(y),        x,yGS+(Cl,-L,p),

if and only if the function f defined by formula (14) is convex.

2°.   If tp  is twice continuously differentiable,  cp" < 0 in (0, oo) and the

function cp'/cp" is subadditive in (0,oo), then the function f is convex.

Remark 6. If cp: R+ —» R+ is a diffeomorphism of the class C such that the

function tp'/cp" is additive (i.e., both subadditive and superadditive) then there

exists a p G R such that

<p'(t) =     1

cp"(t)     P - 1 •

Since cp(0) — 0 we hence obtain that cp(t) = ctp   (t > 0) for some c > 0.

Example. One can easily verify that the functions cp(t) = /exp(-l//) for t > 0,

cp(0) = 0, and cp(t) — t /(t + 1), t > 0, satisfy all the conditions of Theorem

= (h'(g(0)))2
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